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ABSTRACT 

Underwater wireless sensor networks play a prominent role in monitoring 

continuously the undersea oil fields. To find varying changes in reservoirs of oil and 

gas, we are having many seismic methods. For continuous monitoring of marine 

environment (or) undersea oil fields (or) offshore surveillance, the deployed nodes 

whose energy got depleted should be replaced. Replacing a node individually when 

energy is depleted, the replacement cost will be very high.  So, by replacing all the nodes 

at a time by using an integrated routing and node replacement scheme is the best thing 

to minimize the node replacement cost. This paper developed RBM based faulty node 

detection approach that can be applied to underwater sensor networks to increase 

lifetime of UWSN and maintenance of network with minimal cost by identifying 

determined rate of failed nodes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Sea is a engaging massive region of water that has consistently allure people who wanted 

to resolve their problems. For centuries the access of human beings to the sea was restricted to 

the surface or the nearby water, because the researchers had to utilize wire-line instruments and 

sampling equipment positioned at the sea surface. Due to this certainty the technological 

investigation operations were restricted. Now a days there is a growing need of monitoring the 

undersea resources, marine incidents like chemical pollution, but the current technologies do 

not add up to challenging demands. So, because of this there has been a noteworthy technology 

rise in underwater sensor networks. 

Underwater sensor networks are the rising technology for a number of oceanic applications 

such as marine environment monitoring, pollution monitoring, off shore exploration. As many 

applications began to be using underwater sensor networks, operating cost of this kind of  

network has now became an great difficulty measure. Underwater sensor networks are very 

expensive than terrestrial sensor networks. In submarine territory, it is very difficult to recharge 

or changing the batteries powered sensor nodes. The communication among deployed nodes  

and  high error probability in an underwater leads to maximize the consumption of energy level 

in Underwater Sensor Networks  than in traditional sensor networks. So energy saving becomes 

an important issue in UWSNs.  Now days, networks are connected with network (i.e) IoT 

environment [20][23][25] which generate numerous data is needs protect from data loss due to 

inactive sensor node because of lower energy level. 

Also, for uninterrupted surveillance from all the node locations, it is mandatory to change 

the energy deficient sensors on the ocean ground. Replacement of an individual node will be 

very difficult and cost also very high. This could be improved by changing all the sensors at the 

same time by using integrated routing and node replacement strategy. The routing scheme used 

here is ME-H (Minimum energy- hybrid) Routing i.e., the combination of two types of routings. 

In one routing each node will send all its routing packets to neighbouring node in upcoming 

below level. In another routing each node will send its routing packets to farthest node in next 

below level. Using this hybrid routing the energy consumption by all the nodes will be 

minimum so the network survivability will be increased. Coming to the node replacement 

policy that have used here is Fixed interval replacement (FI) i.e., here the time interval across 

the replacements will be constant. Hence by using the combination of ME-H routing along with 

FI replacement scheme we can minimize the node replacement cost to some extent. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The conventional approach of ocean data acquisition, used the battery operated stations with 

sensors for data recording. But it has several downside like it is restricted to one point of survey, 

the examining of data quality during the mission is not allowed, it has limited storage capacity 

and the beginning of the operation itself acquisition parameters must be established and should 

not change until the end of the mission. All these can be overcome with the use of Underwater 

Sensor Networks (UWSN) [1].There are so many methods used for monitoring the marine 

environment using UWSNS. 

Some they have used wired based connections of  underwater sensor network where in 

sensors are interconnected by fiber optic cables on the ocean floor[2]. But in this approach 
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installation,operational and maintenance costs are very huge. It also causes significant damage 

to the marine environment. Using the autonomous data storage nodes we can collect the data 

regularly from the nodes [3]. Unlike the wired-based acquisition, the inefficacy of this approach 

is to access seismic information in real time is a crucial constraint. But it gave intention of using 

wireless communication to transfer data. The techniques in [11] employs a fixed network of 

sensors which collects the gathers data from different sensors in its Zone of Reference (ZOR) 

region and send this accumulated data to AUV when it arrives 3-D ZOR, by this approach 

minimizing the energy consumed for communication. Thus, the idea of using sensors with 

wireless data communication potentiality has currently acquired attentiveness in seismic 

monitoring application [4]. In an submarine passive seismic network, all sensors should 

consistently sense, acquire and transfer the information to the base station via wireless 

communication [6][7][8][26]. In sensor networks energy is main resource which decides life 

time of the network. In method [12], they identify the cumulative value of energy pertaining 

to a joined sensor and also for the forwarding process, which sensor is has the maximum energy 

is being selected to redirect information to the surface node. If suppose surface node is busy 

with communication, then it will give an upgraded instruction to the next neighbor node to 

becoming a substitute for surface node in order to prevent loss of information. To extend 

lifetime of the network in secured way with energy efficient is presented in [14][17][18][24].In 

[15][21][22], these papers deals with the prediction and classification using supervised learning 

approaches. In [19] they categorize the users as spammers, content promoters and authorized 

users by building a test collection of real YouTube users using SVM-KNN which is an active 

learning approach. As the life time of the deployed nodes and energy is limited, As well as to 

ensure uninterrupted investigation from each and every node locations, it is need to replace the 

sensors on or before it becoming dead due to zero energy level.  As these sensor replacement 

rates are too high over the time of operation of the network, to minimize this they have 

introduced integrated routing and node replacement method. We propose an  effective methods 

to reduce the node replacement cost in generic wireless sensor networks. Also, have developed 

methods that can apply to the networks that can work with determined rate of failed nodes. This 

can be achieved by using additional re-routing routines. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the architecture diagram (Fig.1) the energy level analyzer will analyze energy levels for all 

the underwater sensor nodes by transmitting the hello packets to each neighboring nodes in the 

form of circular radio waves. If the energy level of the particular node reaches the threshold, 

that nodes should be replaced by another nodes whose energy levels are maximum. All the 

information i.e., collected during the monitoring of marine environment by each node is send 

to the sink node via UDP routing. Sink node will perform data gathering operation. 

 

Figure 1 Architecture diagram 
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3.1. Node Deployment 

In this step, all the nodes in the ad hoc network communicates with its neighbors within its 

communication range for neighbor node formation. The nodes are placed randomly at some 

positions using random function. 

 

Figure 2 Nodes deployment 

3.2. Neighbor Node Discovery 

In this stage every source node detects its direct neighbor sensors by broadcasting control packet 

HELLO packets. By this way every sensor identifies its neighbor nodes corresponding to 

location and distance. Based on the neighbor discovery phase each node forms a stable path to 

base station. 

 

Figure 3 Neighbor discovery phase. 

3.3. Data Routing 

In this phase we experiment new approach for routing both control and data packets in the 

UWSN. Our objective is to reduce the rate of node replacement chances and also to reduce the 

total number of sensors replaced in every attempts. Therefore, an appropriate routing 

mechanism should have two main characteristics. First, it must have collection of maximum 

number of sensors having nearly same possible energy dissipation range so that the sensors in 

these collections may be changed at all in one time. This will confirm a minimal rate of 

replacement possibilities. Second, the routing must be energy saving mechanism to diminish 

the total number of sensor replacements. 

3.4. Faulty node Detection 

Proposed methodology uses Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) algorithm to find faulty 

nodes to maximize network lifetime and minimize node replacement cost. RBM is a machine 

learning technique which is used to classify nodes as normal or faulty node. It takes input as 
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energy level metrics and trained with data traffic model of numerous only working sensor 

nodes. It uses the hidden layer units (H) to construct model for joint distribution of visible layer 

units (V). To get efficient and accurate model, RBM is always using more number of hidden 

layer units than visible layer units. These layers can be represented by V=(v1,v2,…..vm) 

H=(h1,h2,……hn) given n >m. The energy configuration of RBM [13] is represented as follows: 

 

W is representing weight factor between visible and hidden layer, a is representing offset 

or bias value of visible layer and b is representing bias value of hidden layer. 

An input feature vector (ifv) for visible layer of RBM is ifv = { Energy level of node, 

Transmitter status, Receiver status}. From these input features node status can be identified as 

normal or dead node. Hidden layer will construct model based on visible layer units using 

training data and it will be applied for upcoming network data traffic. For that RBM will apply 

Joint Probability Distribution function of visible layer and hidden layer on training data is 

represented as:  

 

Z is representing Normalizing factor and find it out by 

 

Here V is representing visible layer feature vector ‘f’ for known traffic and H is representing 

predicting model for unknown traffic. The values of hidden units are calculated from visible 

units by using Gibbs sampling method as follows: 

 

Nodes can be classified as dead or normal using following procedure: 

if (TS ==”less”) or (EL == “poor”) or  

(RS == “less”) 

 then node is dead node 

 else  

  node is normal node. 

TS is representing Transmitter Strength, EL is representing Energy Level of the node, and 

RS is representing Receiver Strength at particular time ti.  

3.5. Node Replacement 

Fixed residual energy—percentage dependent on substitution (FRP) with this approach, a 

replacement endeavor is made just when a sensor fails and every sensors with residual energy 

level is littler than a constant threshold level. Here, we characterize this energy threshold as 

some rate of starting energy level E. 
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Figure 4 After the fault node identification, the re-routing process 

  

Figure 5 Node replacement process. 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In graph (fig.6), we have shown the energy consumption in the underwater sensor network. The 

x-axis represents time and y-axis represents energy consumption. By observing the graph the 

energy consumption in our proposed system (green- line) is very less when compared to existing 

system (red line).Thus the network survivability will be increased because of the less energy 

consumption. 

 

Figure 6 Energy consumption VS time 

The Fig.7 shows the maintenance cost in underwater sensor networks. In the graph, the x-

axis is represented in terms of time and y-axis is maintenance cost. By observing the graph the 

maintenance cost in our proposed system(green line) is very less when compared to existing 

system(red line).  
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Figure.7 Maintenance cost VS time 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper has reduced the node replacement cost by using enhanced combined routing and 

node replacement policy. Also, developed methods can be implemented in UWSN that could 

work with determined rate of failed nodes. Using RBM approach the failed nodes are classified 

properly and operational and maintenance costs are minimized. 
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